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This is the ultimate book on the sport of polo. Polo is not only a sport, it is a state of mind, a lifestyle,
a value system, a philosophy of life. Polo is about courage, strength, and speed. Beauty, elegance,
and allure. This stunning volume explores all.Players of polo, whether from India, England,
Argentina, or Mongolia, are united by their love of the sport and the adventurous lifestyle that goes
along with it. Photographing and writing about each important place along the polo route, Aline
Coquelle, who traveled around the world for five years to celebrate the prestige, cosmopolitanism,
and fun of polo, opens the door to this chic nomadic tribe.
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Many important and famous polo personalities have written a comment, but wait just a comment!
123 words preface my idol Adolfo Cambiaso, in which he says more or less just that in his life and
his career he is doing what he loves, polo, nice. An introduction by Patrick Guerrand-Hermes, which
at this moment was the very controversial FIP president, now he resigned.It continues with a long
history of polo in India, Jaipur, and elephant polo, polo in the UK by Mr Nicholas
Colquhoun-Denvers, HPA president and chairman, Pakistan, USA Adam Snow, one of the few
Not-Argentine's who ever reached + 10 handicap, at least in the USA.Marcos Uranga and Alberto
Pedro Heguy try to describe the magic of the Argentine Polo.Then it goes to the roots and I think
more to the title of the book polo in Mongolia; than Lionel Macaire, who in his time "best" and
probably for all time at least, legendary French polo player, writes about polo in France.Already
bored?Not to mention Morocco, Snow Polo in the Alps, Dubai and Mexico.The oversize makes it a

bit difficult. Of course, interesting pictures from around the world to see, but there was no picture
here of what I was impresed by the action or otherwise. Then it is also a matter of taste, but for my
personal feelings in Yellow Pages-press-style are crammed with 19 small photos (page 21) and 48
photos on a double page (40/41) is an absolute sensory overload for my eyes. There are quite a
few! Well at least I think I know a lot of people in the scene, but small picture comments would
haave made me even happier, and the book a bit more informative.Finally, I would observe,
however, the "Nomadic Tribe" it describes it quite well. Basically, polo fanatics are somehow
nomads.

Another large, coffee table book about polo, a bit chaotic, with too few and too small pictures. But
the history of the sport around the world is fascinating.As is this newest finding described in the
"New Historian" blog:Eight polo sticks and three leather balls discovered in the Yanghai Tombs in
northwestern China have been dated back between 2,400 and 2,800 years, potentially pushing
back the origins of the game that is famed for being the sport of the elite around the world. The first
mentions of Chinese polo in writing date from the period of the Han Dynasty, between 202 BCE and
221 CE. Although the balls found in the Yanghai Tombs have a design similar to others found in the
tomb of a Han ruler in the Gansu province, also in northwestern China, they seem to be significantly
older. So far, historians and archaeologists have been unable to accurately date the origin of the
sport.The three balls are made of sheepskin and are stuffed with leather and wool. The sticks, with
their long handles, resemble in shape and design the polo sticks featured in paintings from a much
later Chinese dynasty, the Tang Dynasty from 618-907 CE. Similar polo sticks have been excavated
from the Astana Tombs, located near the Yanghai Tombs, also in Turpan. The Yanghai Tombs are
a major archaeological site in China, with some of the graves there dating back 3,000 years. It has
been the object of research for almost fifty years now, yielding a wealth of artefacts and information
about life in the region.The 54,000 sq. m site contains well preserved mummies, thanks to its dry
climate, which have been identified as belonging to the Subeixi people. It is due to the same dry
climate that the polo sticks and balls have been so well preserved over the millennia.
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